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Liberty extends classic car expertise with the acquisition of vehicle
restoration and parts specialist
British-owned Liberty, part of Sanjeev Gupta’s global GFG Alliance, has today (9th November)
announced the acquisition of leading classic car restoration and parts specialist Cape International,
based in Redditch in the West Midlands.
The business, which has a 25-year track record of re-building Austin Healey cars and has recently
extended their expertise in restoring classic Porsche models among others, also provides a range of
new and original parts, accessories and servicing for discerning customers around the world.
The acquisition of Cape International will form a part of the growing range of vehicle capabilities for
Liberty’s Engineering division, which covers the entire spectrum of systems and components in
emerging technologies - from autonomous, electric and control automation - all the way to classic car
parts manufactured using original tooling to OEM specification.
Cape International will complement the current capabilities of Leamington Spa based 920
Engineering (920E), a leading braking and actuation business that has nearly a century of British
automotive pedigree. Originally founded as Automotive Products in 1920, it supplies braking systems
– including master cylinders, remote servos and cast iron callipers - for many classic British cars,
including the Austin Healey, Morris Minor, Mini, Jaguar, Jenson, MG, Aston Martin, Bedford, Triumph
and Riley. Cape will benefit from access to the extensive selection of classic components and
engineering skill available at 920E and the wider Liberty Engineering Group.
Cape International will showcase its restoration and extensive components manufacture and
sourcing capabilities at the NEC Classic Car show to be held in Birmingham from 9-11th November this
year. Displayed at stand number 1-149 in Hall 1 will be the brand’s performance series Cape Sport
100S replica, featuring an all-aluminium body shell; a Cape Sport 911S vehicle demonstrating
bodywork, paint and assembly competencies; as well as Cape Sport’s exclusive parts and innovations.
Steve Norton, Managing Director and founder of Cape International, believes the combined expertise
of the two businesses will significantly benefit current and new customers, expanding their access to
parts and services: “Classic cars have a much broader appeal to people of all ages these days. This
has aptly been demonstrated by a number of major OEMs seeking to revive and re-launch their
classic models into the market. At Cape we have the knowledge, capability and track record to
service an astute and highly knowledgeable customer base from all over the globe who share our
passion for quality and advice they can trust. By working together with the wider Liberty Engineering
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Group, we will significantly increase choice as well as capacity to grow our engineered classic car
parts and services.”
Speaking about the acquisition, CEO of Liberty Industries Group Dr Douglas Dawson said: “We are
delighted to be able to bring the unique skill and in-depth classic car knowledge that Cape
International possesses into the wider Liberty Engineering Group. Our vision is to build a diversified
proposition to the automotive industry – whether that’s new cutting-edge technologies or classic car
capabilities. We will be seeking to achieve synergies in both businesses in the group that specialise in
this market and extend our proposition both direct and through various go-to-market channels.”
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Image caption:
An immaculately restored Cape Sport Healey 100M, part of Cape
International’s performance series.

Notes to the editors:
Cape International
Cape International is a bespoke vehicle restorer and Austin Healey parts supplier, based in Redditch.
The business has 25-year history in classic car restoration specialising in classic parts, accessories,
servicing and restoration for all the big Austin Healey models including the 100, 100S, 100/6 and
3000. In 2018 the business expanded into Porsche 911 restoration and other classic vehicles which
coincided with its acquisition by Liberty House Group.
www.cape-international.com
920E
920 Engineering (920E) is a braking and controls electronic business that specialises in technology led
solutions from braking systems to turnkey special vehicle programmes and technology
demonstrators. It serves industries such as automotive, motorsport, niche automotive, performance
vehicles, electric, autonomous, military, off-road and light commercial vehicles, with products and
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services that include design, prototyping and low and medium volume manufacture. The business
also has a rich and impressive heritage. Founded in 1920 as Automotive Products, it is possibly best
known as AP Lockheed, and has an impressive legacy of automotive product design and
development. It is widely recognized for its supply of braking systems to the classic cars such as Land
Rover Defender, Aston Martin, Alvis, Austin Healey, Bedford, Citroen, Daimler, Ford, Hillman,
Humber, Jaguar, Jenson, Lagonda, MG, Riley, Rover, Saab, Standard, Sunbeam-Talbot, Triumph,
Vauxhall, and Volvo.
www.libertyvt.com

Liberty
Liberty is part of the GFG Alliance; a global group of energy, mining, metals, engineering, logistics and
financial services businesses, headquartered in London, with additional hubs in Dubai, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Sydney, Paris and New York and a presence in around 30 countries worldwide. The
Alliance, which has a global workforce of around 14,000 people and a turnover exceeding US$15
billion, comprises integrated industrials and metals businesses under the "Liberty" banner; a
resources, energy, transportation and infrastructure group under "SIMEC"; Wyelands; a banking and
financial services arm, as well as its property arm, JAHAMA Estates.
www.libertyhousegroup.com
www.gfgalliance.com
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